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LIVIGNO™ – a Stunning Rendition of Weathered
Stone Announced by Marazzi USA
Visual variety within an array of earthen colors
holds the promise of an affordable format with designer possibilities
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In the natural world, erosion by environmental elements smooths the surface of rock until it's satiny and
reveals intriguing shades and textures beneath. LIVIGNO by Marazzi USA captures that ever-changing look of
primal weathered stone in modern, easy-to-install, easy-to-clean ceramic tile engineered for interior residential
installations.
Widely-ranged tones of golden brown, grey and walnut evoke the true shadings and variations found within the
earth’s strata. LIVIGNO depicts these natural fractures and fissures with amazing accuracy; fine lines dissect
the tile’s surface while evidence of stone residues appears randomly dispersed. Clean, straight edges keep this
stone look relevant for modern lifestyles.
Warm, earthy colors comprise the series, making it a perfect foil for more adventurous, more colorful home
furnishings and accent pieces that express individuality and design flair. Two generous sizes (12”x12” and
18”x18”) with accompanying 2”x2” mesh-mounted mosaic sheets and 3"x12" bullnose trim take the floor – and
walls and counter tops and baths and . . . wherever the imagination soars.
The maintenance criteria for LIVIGNO are so simple; generally, hot water and a mop are all that is necessary.
No harsh chemicals or special cleaning tools are required, so there is no concern about emissions of strong
odors or residues remaining in the air or on surfaces. Recycled content plus an impervious surface that
inhibits the formation of mold and allergens are prime features. LIVIGNO contributes to a clean and healthy
environment that’s strikingly beautiful as well as easy to keep that way.
###

About Marazzi
Marazzi has a strong presence in the tradition of tile manufacturing. Marazzi USA has been domestically producing tile
at the Sunnyvale, Texas facility for over 30 years. In addition, a manufacturing plant in Florence, Alabama as well as a
second plant in Sunnyvale produce highly durable and aesthetically-pleasing porcelain tile.
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